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PREF1\CIJ

I have recently been encouraged by Professor

Albert Shalom and Professor James Noxon to supplen~nt

my oriSTinal 'Viork on t.his topi.c:. After lengthy discus-

sions of my tex.t.i r ha~.re come to see that it readily

lends itself to misinterpretation. Accordingly, in

order to offset such a. real :possibility f I have decided

to prefac·e the central the:ml~:S: of my discussion by means

of the following- presentation.

Part :c

It is obvious thata. Christian i s ~lie'iv of the

'le7orld is different from thai::: of an atheis'c. If ques N
'

tioned as to ;'I,'hat is involved in this difference,r our

usual response \'iQuld be 'to ~~i:ate that a Christian be-'

lieves in the e:dstence of .E::' God: i'lhile an atheist

holds no such beli€.~f" But i:Jrds r of course I is not all

that the Christian believes in. Upon further questioning r

'tole \vould go on t.o gi-"e a l:i.E~·!: of entities vlhich the

Christian believes to exist" and ~'lhich the atheist does

not believe to exist. Our list ",rould probably include

such entities as a 'l'hre,e Person Godhead, irr.m.ortal souls ~

i



Is f a

atheist? for his net recogn1ze the existenl~e

,
l.n

e:<'::isl::encc. For prima :t3.cie .it ",mull': seem thi'lt: ill ord,-:,:r

to deny the existence of supernatural entities. ele

'the very SOlT:.e sort:

to these entities0

!nitial1Yl (and I stress initiaI1y) ::d:

theist and ati'~eist

riddle of nonbeingo One of most influential atteDpts

to :!'ohre tJlis riddle has t;een that of 'Nil1ard 'van

I am not, of course,

Rather, I think that Quine~s analysis very suc-

cinct.ly st.ates just ~,.y::la1:" f':t:'OT:' a philoscr;hical poi.nt of

offeri.:r~g a



Part II

Section 1

Quine! s discussion opens 1i!'iith the quest.ion of

the existence of Pegasus" He presents the posit.ion of

his hypothetical adversary i.n the following ~,'7ay; "If

Pegasus were not, MeX argues& we should not be talking

about anything when we use the ,,'lOrd; therefore it.

,,-,,ould be nonsense to say even that Pegasus is not"

Thinking to show that the denial of Pegasus cannot be

coherently maintained, he concludes that Pegasus is.,,1

NO'!!l thE: above line of argument immediately

calls forth the question as t:o in v?hat sense of the

'.Jord ;,exist i': can Pegasus be said to exist" Quine f s

hypothetical opponent suggesi:s that Pegasus can be

said to exist as an unactualized possible. Upon

analysis this comes down to saying b~at the reality

of the entity \\1hich is named "Pegasus I! is not sUbject

to qt..~estion. It is simply an empirical fact that th.is

entity does not have the spel.:::ial a.ttribute of existence.

Quine detects in this move an equivocation

on the word "existence". I"OJt:" ordinarily when we say

that Pegasus does not exist ~:lllr justification for the

---.._---~---- _-,_.-..-.._--'---_.__._,----' _ _,._-~_ _._ _.
i .
"'Nillard Van Quine J "On 'Nhat 'I1here Is'" t in From a
Logical Point of View~ ed. N" V. Quine {New-York:
IYa~~er-and Row:-19 <5 3) P. 2.
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our r:L~fh:t 'to to.ka tIi.e

s;;::;ecifial;:-;lc in ter:1S of an empirical dirnension .

.But 'klhy sho'L'ild \ftC nClt. t.ake the question of

Pegasus ij existence as biaing dec:tdable in terms of t.he

rather obvious spati()-temporaJ. connot.;~:tions of thE~

name ;'Pe9'{;lSi.1s!1? Quine holds that his opponent. i s sale

motivation for advocating the existence of unact.u.alized

possibles a:r\ou.nts to o'...:r presumably havinr;r to a.drd.t that

PI2:gasus must in some .sense ~e~p for cthendse i1. t \,,;0111d

be nonsense to say that Pegasus is not. Clearly, this

Section 2

Quine offers Pussell is theory of singular des~·

criptions as a mean.s of evadi.ng this presupposition a.nc

all of its rather bizarre consequences. I will net

cffer a presentation of Rusae:11 is theory " but rather

simply state its central achievement.

Russell ~ s theoryen..~.bles us to translate ?

t.roublesmne name such as ~'Peg'asus into a descript:Lve

phrase. 'I'he objective reference. ,/.yhich the ",?Ora

iv



I'Pegasus li was said t.o have 1:;:; no'tv taken ever by a

variable of quantification such as Ii something" I or

'·everyt.hing~'~ These "l1ariabh;:s cannot be construed as

the names of specific emt.i ti,es <I' but are nonetheless in

this context. quite Itl.ea:r.dngfu.L As Quine sums up;

n~men a statement of being o:r nonbeing is analyzed by

Russell ~ s theory of descript.:lons ,1 it ceases to contain

any e:~:pression which purport IS to name the alleged entity

whose being is in question 8 :30 that t.he meaningfulness of

the st:atement no longer can be thought to presuppose that
~

there is such an entity.Ii"-

Quine holds 1 and I 1I:.hin~:: quite correctly, that

there is an elemental confus:lon at the basis of the

Platolnic ridd.le of nonbeing.. The confusion stems from

our m:Lstaking til.a object for which a name stands as

being the meaning of that 'I.'loJ:-d. As the riddle is put

to us the word !~Pegasus" is held to stand for some sort

of entity -- which entity is implicitly held to constitute

the II'l.laaning of that word. But clearly; as Hittgenstein e

Jtustin t and others have point:ed out there is a wide gulf

betwElian meaning and flaming e To take Frege I s classic

example the phrases 1ll\1orning Star!" p and "Evening Star I.

name or stand for the same object!' but ~'1e ";ould hardly

want 1.:0 say that the t\'10 phrases have the same meaning ..

.-._q----_.._ .._-------------
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Section 3

Quine ne::tt raises the question as to \,;hat :sorts

of things are meaning's. His opponent on the basis, o:t

·the above argument can riO longer maintain that a gen.rf.,ral

word such as ~'.re(F is .!neemino;rful insofar as it is the

name of: a universal entit.y. 1tccordingly, Quine! S opposi-'

tion lilOW counters by assertin,g that meanings simply are

unive:rsals" In t.he face of s.uch an assertion I Quine

simply refuses to admit. that there are meanings.

refusC:ll does not entail him denying- that words and state-

menta ;-:.re meaningful. Rath(!!'; it simply entails hi:-"

denyinq that t.he meaningfulne:ss of a vl70rd or st.atement

is to be expleined in terms c~f that. word or staterilent ~ s

posseE~~9ion of sc:me abstract €mti ty called a meaning.

As Qu:i.:ne notes d ,,: I ,:ll"il free t.o maintai.n that. t11e fact.

that (~ given ling-uistic uttel:~ance is rneaningf\:tl :LS an

ultimc:~te and irreducible matt:er of fact i' or r may under-

'take bo analyze it in terms of what. peoplt~ do in the pres'-

ence of the linguistic utter.:mce in question! and ot11er

. 'I ,,3i.:d:terances 9::.n11. ar to :Lt •.

Quinels latter alternative is obviously quite

in accord 'ffJitl1 the '{<jork of be'til Hittgenstei:r::. and r(ylee

rrroublesome philosophical concept,;~:; Sl1Ch as knov?1edge and

belief are em.alyzed en a behaviouristic model in ter,.-;:'s

~
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of th(~ actual uses to '\!;hich ii:.hese. t,'lords are put in con~

crete situations. The type of behaviouristic analysis

found in both t~e ?~ilosoph~:al-!~~~ti~~}on~and The

~}.£~2!: of r-tind has ! believE:: shown that the sign:lficance

of such concept.s can be fully analyzed \'l1ithout our ha,dngf

to retreat to t.hose questiOn.llble entities called 'Irneaninqsl1.

Let us sum up Quine 'fg results" First, by means

of Ru!ssel1' s theory of descriptions 'ltlS have seen how

singular terms can be used significantly ~>fithout our pre

supposing that there are the entities which those terms

purpo:rt to name" Seoondly I ildth regard to the meaning of

gener,al terms, Quine has suggested that we forgo an appeal

to ab!$tract entities in ordeJc to explain their meaningful

ness" In lieu of suCh an appea.l l Quine offers a behaviour·

istic model $ This model would involva us in ooncentra3.:ing

on thEE! actual uses of tl1e ut.1t:erances und.sr exa:nlination.

The question now "arises as to how we are to de

terminE!! our ontological comm1ttments. It is at this

junCt1ilre where Quine offers jche formula t.hat "To be is to

be tlHll value of a variable Ii • This formula is said to

fol1~~ from Russell~s work ~1 singular descriptions, and

his ~~n ~sition on meaningo Essentially, the formula

denia:; the role if names as being our ontological criteriono



'!'he basic rnediu."':1, of referenCE?l becomes tt::e bound variable"

"Ther~::: is somet.hing. The entities that are const:.itutive

of OUJ~ un!verse are nO~"1 reckoned 't'li th as the value of ,f.;.

variable Q As Quine concludes; flThe variables of quanti-

fioat-ion; 9 something;, UnotrdLng ~, i everything l, range over

cur whole ontology" whatever it may be; and Vi'€! are con,-

vict.ed of a particular ol1tol()gical presupposition if and.

only jLf the alleged presuppo::!itum has to be reckoned

among the entities over which our variables range in

order to render our affirmat.i.ons true.,,4

Part III

The central prcblem. vJhich Qu..:tne ~ s paper lea,i'E'~s

bcet.\I,reEm competing ontologi.es, Quine sugs-;ests that. the

general problem of the accept~ance of em ontology is

si!nilztr in principle to tl1,e ~[t1estion of our accep1ting a

scient:ific theory. He maintstins that one of the criterion

on t.h€1 basis of 'Vlhich 'tv'S miS-ht. decide bett\feen cornpeting

ontolegies ,",Yould be th2,t of s:implicity. Hut~ this criterion"

Quine quickly poin:ts 01.1'1:. F is unclear and accordingly of

question.abl~~ value in actual practice ~

The decision problem is of obvious concern

th,e philosophy of science tc·~'day. EIJ.t 'I::he resul tEl 'i'2'hich

13.
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have bee:n. achieved are far from uncontroversial. For ~n:l

part v I :kno'ti of no single crit.erion, or for that matt;;;:r?

set of criteria ~,~1hich have rnEr'i:. with th.e unqualified

approval of t.he philosophical community. f;~oreover.f some

philcf:!ophers of sc~tence! in particular Paul Feyerabend. have

set them.selves against su.ch cl progrw"'l'L. It is Feyerabend ~ s

cont.ention that. there are no such criteria-and that th,e

search for them is a futile c:me. However, this contro-

versy may turn out: pit is clE~ar that we cannot at present

loo]~ 1:0 the philosoph~r of sci.ence for a m.eans to decide

bet'li>Jeit::n -oompeting ontologies ..

Turning now to my o~m work. It has been one of

the cEmtral purposes of my thesis to set forth the ad··

judiccltion question as being the central question in the

philos;ophy of rt~ligion to-day. In order to make good

this contention " ! have firs"\:: had to argue for the po;::;i t.ic,n

that the theist's conceptual scherr/a atternpt.s to constitute

if noi: a competing ontologY.', at least a radically different

one from that of the non-bali.ever. H.y support here lies

"lvith 'Vii ttgenstein I s 't-'iork on rneaning ~ use 11 lang-uage games f

and forms of life f as theSIS c~entral notions find bJ.s e~',:··

pression in his lectures on religious belief.

In the course of my present:ation of Wittgenst:ein' 8

vieT"",s. I attempted to respond to t.wo criticisms. T'he firt3t:



comes from Stephen Toulmine Toulmin believes ~~at

wi t't9'Ci!lDS 'tein i s lea'tures 40 n<)'t 9'1'V'$ an answer 'to the

quest.ionaa to whe'ther or no1:. religiou8 discourse con

st.1t.u1~e$ a syst.em of levit.imat.e language games Ii) I have

maint....1ned that. they 40 anSWEtr i:his quest.ion wi.tb &

qualijeied affi%'ll.'lmt1ve.. The Isecond objection :t consider

cri~ieizes Wittgenst.e1n$s position as beinq lnconsis'tentc

This c~har9'e, I bo14, is base,l on an euoneous int.erpre

t.atiol1 of -the not.ion of It f'c)J:-m of. life ..

61'he seoond s'tage in my present:ation presupposes

that :t haveconsolidat:ed 'the position that. in a religio\1s

aoncel;>tual schema we are inV'Olvsd with rather distinctive

on:tol¢)q1cal oommit.t.men;ts " Ix), this second st.ag-e, I have

attempt.ed to olassify 'the ctu::-ren't 11t.era'ture in 1:he

philosophy of reliqion int.o 1:wo roughly distinguishable

group:lngs.. The basis for my distinetdon here is whether

or no1~ the analysist. is w:Lll~lng 'to recognise that. there

are distinct!VEil linguist.io ple'acticss u and accord.1ngly

ontological committment-IS wbic::h are idiosync.rat.ic t.o a

relig:Lous community" Ral Ni~~lsen is one analysist. who

refuses t.o make such a concession" I have in my final

chaptc!u: at.tempt.ed 'to show tl'Uilt his position cannot be

maint.ained"

Turning t.o 'those l.uul1ys!st.s who grant. that. there



are at least proferred religious uses of languag8 p we

can distinguish between thO$~~ who criticize and those

who dE!lfend such uses" At 1:hE~ basis of their dispu'tes,

I am asugqest.ing 'that. what is fundament.ally a1: issue is

Quine's adju41ca:t1on ques1:iQll" '1'his quest.ion is not.

dl,ree1tlyspelled. out in the c=ozl'troversy t but. :I.'t is I

belie"e clearly presupposed." The critics hope 'to jeopar

dize 1~e 'tbeist. 's concept.ual I!che1na by point.ing out

cert.ain orucial in@ohereneieso The suppressed premis

here I suggest. is that an inccberent. use of languag-e

canno'~ pres\m'lll!ll 'to. make ontol~~iC1:al olaims.. The defenders

for 'their part. have been con~Eine4 'to the rather suspicious

'task 4)f' offering ad hoc argumentation in f·avour of t.he

CQD.S115'teney of reli"iou lan1i1U8.ge"

In my 'thesis I have not. a:tt.empted to come 'to

any Sl~%t. of decision in this: dispute" I have indicated

that. I am in complet.e a9'relUU~nt. with 'those me'thodolo,ical

a.xioms which happily booth thecrit.ics and the defenders

are basing- their argwuent.ation upon", However t in. my t.hird.

cb.aptl!u:, I sugg-est. an enlargement of the con'tut in t.erms

of which the current discusslon i$ being waved", Calling

upon :~et.er winch' sno,tion of epist.emology, I have advoea:t.ed

a searCh for those epistemologioal conditions which must

be satisfied before a set. of lin9"u1st.ic pract.ice$ oan. be

said t.o a&ait: any crit.eria of in'telligibilit.y.. The reason



for thi$ suggsat.ion a eJ bE!lin~~ l'Itaada in the cont.ext. of the

philosophy of religion is ~~ consequence of tha.t. discd.pline ~ s

inabi:lLityto :make out. whetJuu: theistic discourse act.uall)q

~ ¥)Osses a~y oriteria oj;: ~.nt.elli9'!bili ty ~

xii



INTRODUCTION

The word "religious" is placed in quotation marks in

my title in order to characterize the controversy to which

this thesis will dire9t itself. Essentially the dispute

centres around two questions: first, is there a religious use of

languageti and secondly, if there is such a use of language,

is it a legitimate one?

Contemporary philosophers of religion are approach-

ing these questions using the methods laid down by vJittgen-

stein in his Philosophical Investigations. \"Ji ttaenste i n' s
;;) , -

own work on these .problems is quite limit~d,covering a

space of only some nineteen pages. In fact, the material

which we have available to us was not originally intended

for publication. It consists merely of a series of lecture
,.'""

notes which were taken by Wittgenstein's students during

the SUTIlITler of 1938. But given these limitations, I nonethe-

less believe that the lectures are worthy of our study.

For, to my mind, Wittgenstein's work here holds not only an

historical interest, but also a relevance to the current

discussions in the philosophy of religion.

Historically, I think the work is of value in that

we are here presented with one of the founding fathers of

xiii



ordinary language philosophy, applying its methods to the

realm of religious discourse. But surprising as it may seem,

Wittgenstein's position in the lectures has recently come

under attack by even those who profess an adherance to the

basic axioms of this method of doing philosophy. It will

be one of the two central purposes of this thesis to attempt

to show that such criticisms are based upon a mistaken in

terpretation of Wittgenstein's actual views.

I think it is generally true that contemporary lin

guistic philosophers view Wittgenstein's work as containing,

above all, a method for coming to grips with philosophical

__ ._p.rQbl~m$ ...,Thi.s. rn.ethod h.as.._):~.§e..l}. f.01J.nd..to .b~_~nvaluable not

only in coming to terms with the questions of epistemology,

but al"so"for problems arising in 'the philosophies of art,

science, religion, etc.. Now, as noted above/ philosophers

of religion have come to apply this approach to the question

of the legitimacy of religious language. I cannot hope,

within the limits of this thesis, to set forth the linguistic

approach and the premises upon which it operates. This task

has already been done by others who are considerably more

competent than myself. Rather r it viII be the second major

concern of this thesis to bring out certain aspects of this

·method which have/ as yet, to be employed in the philosophy

of religion.

My thesis will accordingly have tv-70 main lines of

thought running throughout. On the one hand, I will be

xiv



atjtemp·ting to defend Wi t-tgenstein I s lectures against a

number of varied criticisms. On the other, I have hopes

of being a little more constructive. For I will be attempt

ing to draw from Wittgenstein's methods a nuwber of implica

tions which I believe are of significant relevance to the

philosophy of religion. Through both phases of my presenta

tion, I will of necessity be presupposing a knowledge of,

and in my case, an agreement with, the methods and principles

which Wittgenstein has offered in his Philosophical Inves

tigations.

xv.



CHAPTER I

On the most cursory study of the history of thought

it soon becomes obvious that the conflict between the phil

osopher and the theologian has been characterized by their

inability to agree upon a common basis for discussion. This

.confrontation is complicated by the fact of its essentially

paradoxical nature. For philosophers generally have held

that it was their foremost responsibility to ground their

reasonings upon premises which would command a universal

assent . Thel"r··-subsequent crItiques Of religion have accord

ingly been felt to be both uncontroversial ~nd final. A

gainst such charges the L~eologian has traditionally refused

to admit in an unqualified form the truth of the philoso

pher's premises. The theologian's position could here be

criticized as being unreasonable if the philosopher's prem

ises were as uncontentious as he would have us believe. But

since philosophers themselves have been unable to come to

any substantial agreements, the theologian~ misgivings appear

to be quite in order.

In the present century philosophers have come to

disdain the search for that which is self~evidently true.

They have been more concerned to understand what is in

volved in the process of doing philosophy. The moti~ation

1



2

for this most recent self-appraisal has come from the recog

nition that there are some "assertions" which, although they

appear to be meaningful, are in fact simply disguised non-

sense. Philosophers had come to see that some of the utter

ances which we take for assertions are either meaningless or

else mean something other than that which we think they mean.

This discovery has led philosophers to the realization that

the basis of their incessant disagreements could be found in

the deceptive nature of language. Only by a close analysis

of language could the philosophical community guard itself

against confusion and useless disputation.

--- ----,sinced -the philosophers had found a means of coming

to agreement it seemed that at long last the communication

barrier between the philosopher and the theologian could

finally be removed. Needless to say, in its initial stages

the linguistic approach instead of uniting the two, seemed

to be driving them farther apart. In thel930's the logical

positivist's approach to language had led them to the view

that the fact~al meaning of a statement was to be found in

its method of verification. The theologian had always felt

that he could make assertions about supernatural facts; But

to this, positivism now replied that i~ so far as theological

language succeeds in asserting anything at all, it fails to

refer beyond natural phenomena. -Although the terrain has

been changed, it quickly becomes obvious that with positivism



3

we have yet another version of the long standing search for
1 .

a common basis for discussion. This impression is further
.'

justified by the philosophical community's subsequent mis-

givings about the coherence and adequacy of positivism's

epistemology.

Contemporary philosophers have all but given over

the positivist's program for what has come to be called

ordinary language philosophy. It is a central tenet of this

version of analysis that in order to become clear as to the

meaning of an assertion one must see how it functions in -

everyday discourse. For only by coming to see how our words

.. .and sentences are used can we hope to know their real mean--

ing. At first glance it would. seem that philosophy and

theology have finally found a meeting place. For ordinary

language philosoph~ as it relates to the philosophy of re-

ligion, demands that the analyst come to see the special uses

and accordingly the unique meanings of the believer's asser-

tions. By first having understood the meaning of theological

language, the philosopher of religion believes that he has fina-

lly grounded himself on a basis which.the theologian must

respect.

I believe that such an approach more so than any other

does give the philosopher and the theologian the opportunity

lsee A. J. Ayer, Language, Truth and Logic y (NevI York: Dover 1

1961) .



to engage in a meaningful dialogue. Some linguistic phil-

4.

osophers have used this approach to attempt to show the

basically inooherent nature of religious discourse. It is

their view that upon a close scrutiny of the theologian's

linguistic practices one will discover fundamental, but well

hidden inconsistencies. 2 Others have maintained that such a

charge cannot be substantiated. It is their belief that a

sympathetic and adeguate approach will shmv just hm'l distinc-

tive religious language turns out to be. Apparent inconsis--

tencies if placed in the context of the entire theistic

conceptual scheme will be shown to be ultimately unreal. 3

-._..In -~i(hat .follows I. will.not attempt to offer any

final pronouncement on this issue. Rather, I think that the

above dispute can be put in a different and possibly more

profitable light by considering the implications of Ludv1ig

Wittgenstein's work on the meaningfulness of religious lan-

guage. Now it should first be noted that Wittgenstein is

generally recognized as being one of the founding fathers

of ordinary language philosophy. His Philosophical Investi-

gations stands as probably the most penetrating statement of

both its aims and methods. Both those philosophers \~ho defend

2See C. B. Martin 1 Religious Belief ( (Ithaca N. Y. :
University Press, 1959).

Cornell

3 ,.-
See F. Ferre, Language, Logic and God, (New York: Harper
cmd RO"l, 1961) _._n



5

-and those who oppose the meaningfulness of religious language

are using tools which were originally forged by Wittgenstein.

Accordingly, it seems appropriate to consider Wittgenstein's

own views on this question. This seems all the more required

since,as of late, some philosophers have claimed that Wittgen

stein's position here is (1) inconclusive, (2) inconsistent,

and ·(3) leads to conclusions which are obviously absurd.

My purpose in this thesis is not merely to dispel the

misgivings and objections which have come to be associated

with Wittgenstein's writings on religion, For I believe that

implicit in the method which he used to settle the question

._of .. :the -meaningfulness .ofreligious language one can discern

a new means of bringing the theologian and his critics to

gether. The common basis which I hope to point to will con

sist essentially in a greater understanding on the part of

the philosopher of religion as to just what is involved in both

Lhere being a religious language and a religious way of life.

It will be my view that an adequate appreciation of religious

language must ultimately be grounded on an understanding of

what is involved in there being a religious community. In

Wittgensteinian terminology:. only by coming to see what is in

volved in the religious II form of .life" can one hope to ade

quately come to terms with the religious community's "language

game" .

But before we can hope to be in a position to deal
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~ith these considerations we must first attempt to answer

Wittgenstein's critics. In the remaining section of this

chapter I should like to raise Stephen Toulmin's question

as to whether or not, for Wittgenstein, religious language

could stand as a meaningful language-game. It is Toulmin's

view tha~ Wittgenstein's lectures on religious belief do

not decide the issue one way or the other. "They give no

explicit answer to the central question whether religious

discourse, too, comprises a legitimate system of meaningful

4language-games." Acc6rdingly, he concludes that Wittgenstein

remained until the end, lias puzzled as ever" about the nature

of religious language.

Toulmin does not present a discussion of the lec-

tures in question. Rather, he argues for this conclusion

by stating and defending a number of theses which run counter

to the usual views of Wittgenstein's work. It should be

noted at the outset that without an analysis of Wittgenstein1s

lectures, one cannot but feel hesitant about acquiescing in

such a conclusion. In my second chapter I will offer a dis-

cussion of these lectures with the purpose of showing that

the doubt which Toulmin finds in Wittgenstein's mind is quite

without foundation. But since Toulmin feels that he can maintain

48 . Toulmin, "Ludwig Wittgenstein", Encounter, XXXIII (Jan.,
1969),70.
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this position without recourse to the lectures themselves,

we must first hear him out.

In all fairness the reader must be made aware of the

fact that Toulmin's article, "Ludwig Wittgenstein", is not

directly related to the problem of the meaningfulness of

religious language. Rather, in this work Toulmin offers

an assessment of the philosophical significance of both

Wittgenstein's earlier and later writings. I will not here

offer a summary of Toulmin's paper. Part of it is biogra

phical, while large sections of its mQre philosophical

aspects are unrelated to the question under consideration.

-----Those -segments-vi/hich will-concern· us 'centre around Wi ttgen·

stein's relationship to logical positivism and Toulmin's

central theme that throughout his philosophical career

Wittgenstein was essentially a "critical" philosopher.

with regard to positivism, Wittgenstein's Tractatus

was taken up by the Vienna.sch?olas betng their most pene

trating statement of anti-metaphysical doctrines. The

mystical remarks at the end of that text were felt to be

unrelated to the more strictly logical arguments which lead

up to them. Toulmin begins his discussion by attempting to

place these seemingly divergent aspects into proper perspective.

Wittgenstein's anti-metaphysical 'position is put forth

on the basis of our language's inability to give the meta

physician's expressions any cash value. This was not to
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deny the presence of those intensely human states which lead

most men to, at times, ask meaningless and yet seemingly pro-

found questions. This point is forcefully made in his 1930

lecture on ethics. In this lecture, he maintains that we do

have experiences which seem to be of the greatest significance,

but whic~ are incapable of a verbal expression. In the class

of such experiences Wittgenstein cites our wondering at the

existence of the world, and our experience of feeling perfectly

safe. About these moments he states; llAnd there, the first

thing I have to say is that the verba~ expression which we

give to these experiences i? nonsense! If I say, II am

-----wondering at --the -existence of the world' I am misusing lan

guage. ,,5

Paul Engelmann in his recently published memoir feels

that by disregarding the llmysticism" contained at the end of
)

the Tractatus the positivists had failed to see the works

wider and more traditi6na~ly philosophical aspects.

A whole generation of disciples was able to take Wittgenstein
for a positivist because he has something of enormous impor
tance in corr®on with positivists: he draws the line between
what we can speak about and what we must be silent about just
as they 40. The difference is only that they have nothing to
be silent abo~~. positivism holds -- and this is its essencie
that vlhat 'irle can speak about is all that matters in life.
Whereas Wittgenstein passionately believes that all that
really maJcJcers in human life is precisely what in his view vle
must be silent about. When he nevertheless takes i~nense pains
to delimit the unimportant r it is not the coastline of that

5L . l'Jittgenstein, IlWittgenstein's Lectures in Ethics II ,

Philosophica~J3eviewJ LXXIV (1965) I P. 8.-
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island which he is survej:,ing 'wi th such meticulous accuracy f

but the boundary of the ocean. 6

I think that on this question we can, with Toulmin

and Engelmann, safely conclude that unlike positivistic

philosophers, the Wittgenstein of the Tractatus was sympa-

thetic to the needs which religious and ethical languages

attempted to fulfill. liIYi ttgenstein saw in such verbalizations

mankind's desire to express that which was felt to be of cen-

tral importance in the life of a human being. But our lan-

guage here, upon analysis f can be shoi,-m to be meaningless.

Hence, if the doctrines of the Tractatus were correct, human-

ity would be forever in the paradoxical position of trying

to say that which the logic of our language is .inc~pabl~ of

---expressing.

The other aspect of Toulmin1s article that we will

be concerned with has to do with his contention that Wittgen-

stein should be viewed as a critical philosopher. By "critical"

philosophy here Toulmin has.in mind the writings of Imrrranual

Kant. Toulmin feels that there is a great similarity between

Kant's and Wittgenstein's conception of the role of philosophy.

Kant wanted to bring out just where the boundary lies bet'ilveeh

those questions our reasoning powers were capable of dealing

vlith and those questions which through our reason's own inherent

6p . Engelmann, Letters From Lu&vig Wittgenstein, trans.
L. Furtmuller, ed. B. F. McGuiness, (Oxford: Blackwell,
1967), P. 97.
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limitations, we could never hope to be able to answer. The

state of confusion which metaphysicians found themselves in

was a result of their trying to resolve questions for which

there were simply no answers. For Toulmin both the Tractatus

and the Investigations have essentially the same purpose.

The significant difference with Wittgenstein is that instead

of examining our reason, he concentrated his attention upon

our language. This leads Toulmin to remark" "As a result

Kant's philosophical tasks were restated yet again: (1) ex-

ploring the scope -- and the intrinsic limits·-- of language;

and (2) demonstrating the consequences of our irrepressible

tendency to run up against, and attempt to overleap those

unavoidable limits.,,7

----In -order to substantiate this view Toulmin offers

what I belie\eto be a number of basically unobjectionable

arguments. As his discussion relates to our topic, I hope

that the following will stand as a fair representation of

his line of r~asoning. On the· basis of his position. in the

Tractatus, Wittgenstein felt that both religious and ethical

language had transgressed the boundaries of the sayable. But

in the Investigations, Wittgenstein rejected the Tractatus

vievJ of meaning-. In his lat.ter work f Hittgenstein holds that

7Toulmin, Ope cit., 63.
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in order to become clear as to the meaning of our words and

sentences, one must attend to their actual uses in everyday

language. So it seems that the Wittgenstein of the Investiga-

tions had found it necessary to change his method on how to

become clear as to just where the sayable-unsayable boundary

actually lies. With regard to our purposes the central ques-

tion will be whether or not this new method will reveal that

religious language can, after al~ stand as a legitimate language-

game.

Toulmin's remarks at this' point give one the impression

that a positive response to this question may jeopardize those

of his findings vlhich were used to vindicate a critical in-·

.terpretation of both the Tractatus and the Investigations.

He seems to be saying that if even religious language turns

out to be unobjectionable, would this not wreak havoc on any

attempt to :show the inherent limitations of our language?

As Toulmin formulates the problemj

In this second phase, Wittgenstein apparently implied that
ethics and religion have 'forms of life' of their own, within
which our ethical and religious 'language-games' become -- in
their own ways -- as verbalizable, as meaningful and even as
true-or-false as any others. So \Vas he not compelled by his
Oivn later arguments to abandon .the dichotomy between the ex
press~ble (or factual) and the transcendental (or ethical)?"8

8 .
Ibid., 70.



Toulmin does not offer an answer to this question,

but rather immediately goes on to say that VVittgenstein's

lectures on religious belief do not decide this issue one

way or the other. As s·tated f for my part I feel that such

an answer does exist.

12



CHAPTER II

In this chapter, I will attempt to answer Toulmin's

'question as to whether or not for Wittgenstein religious

discourse can stand as ~ system of meaningful language

games. I shall also try to bring out why his lectures on

religious belief may give one the impression that he was

here unable to come to some sort of decision. But my first

concern will be to construct a criticism of the text which

may appear to be justifiable and then go on to, show how it

can be ieso'lved.

The tasks which I have here set for myself will

necessitate a very close textual analysis. An analysis of

the kind which I am proposing will probably gain in ac

curacy that which it loses in coherence. This result does

not necessarily have to follow, but when we bear in mind

the style of Wittgenstein's writings, it seems highly prob

able that it will. Accordingly, in order to ,offset what

may appear to be a chaotic presentation, I will begin,with

a brief summation.

The lectures consist basically of an attempted

dialogue between Wittgenstein and a hypothetical theist.

Wittgenstein first presents the theist's views, and then goes

on to state what his responses would be. But after each

13
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exchange, Wittgenstein tries to bring out the nature of those

linguistic problems which stand in the way of his being able

to enter into any type of meaningful communication. So it

seems that we are presented with a discussion. But upon

closer inspection, we discover very real hidden difficulties

which, when unearthed, would probably make us hesitate to call

such an exchange a tru~ dialogue.

In the first section" Wittgenstein attempts to char

acterize the position he holds as it is related to a man who

professes to be a theist. Our central concern here will be

whether or not Wittgenstein can maintain this position without

____.p~Jng9P~n _to .. th.~ _G-harge of inc.onsis.tency. It will be my task

to point to a means of evading such a charge. In the second

section, WH:tgensteInthro-ugh linguistic anatysis, attempts

to show what is at the basis of his differences with the theist.

The third section deals with this same question in a more ab

stract form. Here Wittgenstein wants to bring out what is in

volved in people using the same words to mean different things.

·At this juncture, I will attempt to show why Wittgenstein's

entire position might conceivably be taken ·as being inconcl~sive.

But let us now leave this rather sketchy outline for Wittgen~

stein.'s actual writings.

Section I

The lectures open with the question regarding the

belief in a resurrection after death. The theist
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Wh~t.h~~ h~ pel~eves ;lP tbis, Witt~epst~~n answers that he does

pot, ~?~ th~t th~s ~s pot to be taken as ~ contradiction of

th~ theist's p~l~et, $~~~~~~;L~y sQ~e tbeists believe that

Witt~~pste~n h~s owp $~GKness POlqs PO spch significance.

A.lf? h~ $t~t~s; IIJ: thj.nKg.i;E;E~~eptJ.y, in a ¢lifferent way. I

§gY f'li;E;E~X'§nt thip?Js to ~y,s~~;E ,. ~ .:b,a·v~ q;Lfferent pic·tures. ,,1

_j,·n t§~@!,$ .9t ...th~. t.9.119'i'liD<j .f.Q;rJDi?:d.,i.?? t.i9n : if "X is true" for

1p.g.~yj.~~~~ A, thep'~ge$ it pot t9l~ow that it must be simi-

l~~ily tX'~§ ;E9~ ing.~vi¢lp~l ~7 ~;E $;Lgkpess is the result of

§P~ ~oX'~l t~j.~j.P9s, th~n W9P~d it pot pe ~ontradictory to

g$$§Kt th9t it i§ Dot §p~h ~ ~§~~J.t? ~pt what would it mean

t© $~Y tb~t ;L~~Des§ i$ ~$$pg;Late¢l w~th ~9rality? What would

it ~§~p to 99y th~t the po¢ly wild., b~ ~e$u~rected after death?

th@ ~h~~$t~9P w~y of ~~;Ee, ~P9h potions would appear absurd.

Witt?Jep$teip i$ h~~e pointip9 to th~ $i~p~e linguistic truth

th~t QPe ~pst png~~$tapg Wh9t. is Pe~n9 $s;Ld before one can

======.=.=- _.... "" .=.=.=.._=_"",.==..=.. -=:-:-:0-:==__ .""'_=__.... __ ------------

11 , W1ttgenst~j.n! Leqtp~es an¢l ~OPve~$~t;Lons on 'Aesthetics,
?$Y~hG~~gy, and R~'I~{g;LOus' 'B'eli'ef ~--(Be'rkeley and Los Angeles:
1;J'ili\lersity of-Callfornla Press; 1967) 1 P. 55.
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~~9axd to the theist's beliefs, Wittgenstein does not profess

-to h53-ve such an understanding. He states i "And then I give

taXl ex_planation: 'I don't believe in ... ' but then the re-

ligious person never believes what I describe. I can't. say,.

I ~a.n'~c contradict that person. ,,2

Wittgenstein is here pointing to the presence of a

~ommpnication break down between himself and the theist. In

one sens~ Ivittgenstein maintains he does understand what the

theist says in that he understands the words the believer is

u~in9' But, in another r and more profound sense, he does

not understand the theist, for he does not make the connec-

.. -.---------'tio;ns -which.the the.ist makes. T.ha t is_I he cannot see the,

theist's assertions in relation to the Christian way of life,
.-

and this way of life's bwn relationship to its theological

foundations. Accordingly, failing to fully understand the

th&ist's meaning, he cannot hope to contradict him.

Wittgenstein wants his listeners to see· that a

Christian's religious assertions are part of a very dis-

tinctive language-game. ~qe must come to appreciate that

";J::easons " in the case of religious language are to be taken

in a sense which is quite different from the sense which they

~;J::dinarily possess. Also, those things which would count as

I!@vidence" in everyday life have little cash value in terms
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of the true believer's way of life. For, suppose, says

Wittgenstein, that the theist and atheist were confronted

with the verified fact that in the future there was to be a

Judgment Day. If the atheist were to believe in this fact,

this would not make him classifiable as now being a theist.

Belief in this fact, and the subsequent changes that it may

cause him to make in his way of life, is a belief in a veri

fied fact. The theist's belief here is not to be taken as

being of the same order as those beliefs that most people

claim for scientific facts. If a religious man 'is confronted

with scientific evidence about the inevitability of a Last

gu~g~en~~,~~~tgensteinh?lds that it is not inconceivable

that this may Cause him to feel that his belief must now

--- "bi:eak down.

At this point in my presentation, I should like to

begin to formulate a charge of inconsistency against Wittgen

stein. The charge will hav~ the following basis: if Wittgen

stein cannot fUlly understand the meaning of the theist's

'assertions, then he cannot presume to be able to say that

scientific considerations are irrelevant to the faith of the

believer. For it seems obviously true in principle that if

individual A maintains that consider~tion X is irrelevant to

the subject-matter Y, this statement presupposes some knowledge

of Y on the part of A.

As the argument progresses we find Wittgenstein ruling
, - .

out of court not only verified future events, but also historical
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ta<.:::!:s ~ ~In !3pefl-kip9 9f e::h;cj.si;:.iani·ty .h,~ ;rnp;i.ntaj.;ns i II It doesn't

~~st pn p:n hi!3t9~t~ pasis ;i.p the sens~ that the prdinary be-
"

J.i~f in l1;l$tpiLical fp9tS 9PllJ-d .s~~v~ pS a ;E911D¢J.ption. ,,3

Witt9~:nste;i.p 9P~s 9P to pJ-Py ~9W;n ?- g~~ta;i.n Father

§/H~~p1e ptt~mpt 1:9 9iY~ ~~~i9i9P.S p~J-i@;E a e9;i~Dtific' justi-

gJ~~~"! e..D9- tl1?-t h§ i!3 I' §h~?:tj,p~ l1;lm!3e~;E". ;Spt i;E the gap

t;>~tVJ§?;n Di-;ms?~;E?:pg. th~ tl1l§:1-st ;is 9- S ?TiL?pt §.s D§ ;makes it

§Pt t9 p§! th~D Dgw '§pp h~! 1'\T:1-tt~§Il$t~ip., p~~$ume to have

_____._Js>xJp<;Iin9lntg .-p~An-9 :th?. J?9:m~type_9J._s;i-t.l}ati9;nhe found him

§©~;E iIl e..t th~ ©P¢J. 9i' th? ~~~~t~t~~· %t Wi~~ P? ~emembered

.thi'lt t9wa;rQ.s; th-~ @P9- gi' his ~?-il'J-i?~ wp;ry;! Witt9'§n..stein had

~§g©?TD;i~§¢J. that -9Il th? ~p-s:i-§ 9;E the p;r;iD~ip~es he had set

W:i-tt~?Det~;ip.'§ pgeitiqn.. j,p. th~ ~?Qtp;r~$ i-Ilv9~Y? him in the

§§.m~ typ~ Q;E ?9Dt:rp9.igti9D? H~ wa.n..ts 9D tl1~ 9D@ hand to say

·th9.-t h? i§ D9t et !?p,:rtj,gip?-;nt i;n th~ :r~~;l?Ti911S "to~m of life",

aDg 9P th?-t pp,s;i§ it? ~?-n..~p?-~? ie p~J- Pl1't ;m~p-piDgJ-ess to him.

_._====-=:-==-' =:-:-==C-::==' ... _.__. ..
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But here we must tread very carefully. We seem to

be coming perilously close to making a rei~ication out of

Wittgenstein 1 s phrase ~form of life'!. Our charge of incon

sistency is based on there being no communication on r~

ligious matters between those who adhere to the Christian

way of life and those who do not. Both ways of life are

made to stand like compartments which are completely sealed

off from one another. The theist thinks and organizes his

life in terms of a Christian conceptual environment, while

the atheist works in terms of another. Such a portrayal,

although it may appear attractive to a Protagoras, is es

sentially the result of our playing with words, and is

ultimately untrue to reality.

Must a man be religious himself in order to know the

meaning of a religious assertion? Most of us in our youth,

and Wittgenstein is no exception, received some type of re

ligious training. Some in the course of their later years

have gone on to repudiate therr earlier beliefs. They have

given up their religious practices and would now classify

themselves as atheists or agnostics.' But if they were con

fronted with a man who claims to be a Roman Catholic, and

at the same time is engag~d jn the act of adultery, they may

validly maintain that this man's actions contradict his be

lief and that he is deserving of the religious conoounity's

moral censure. How can the atheist, in this case, presume
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to J<:no'i'l what is consistent or inconsistent with Catholicism?

Bis k.nowledge is valid, because,ofuer things being equal; his

assertion would be acceptable to the members of the religious

{::Ql11munity. This implies that a man's knowledge of a form of

life of which he is not a participant, is contingent upon the

a~ceptability th9.t his assertions would be met with by the

From the above, it should be obvious that the validity

of our charge Of inconsistency ultimately lies in the hands of

the religious community. Xf Wittgenstein's remarks as to the

"relevance of science to religion are to have a real cash value,

they rnust be se~m as being i'3-cceptable by the religious com··-

muriity gS a whole. But froill l~he text it seems obvious that in

thisWittgensteip felt he was on solid ground. As he says;

"Anyone vIho read~ the Epi,sties will find it said: not only

that it is not reasonable, but that it is folly. Not only

i~ it not reasonable, .but it doesn't pretend to be. What seems

to me ludicrous about O'Hara is his making it appear to be

r~a$onable.1.
4

S.ection 11
=""~=""-~..,..-,.- '-

In this $8ction, wittgenstein is concerned to show

that guestions of meaning should go hand in hand with questions
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of use. He is here hinting at tho.se notions. vlhich were to

fo.rm the basic premises of his Pl~i.l..2J3?I?ll.ic:~l~D-v_e~tigation~.

As an historical note, it should be remembered that at the

time he was delivering these lectures, Wittgenstein was in

t.he process of formulating those ideas which Vlere to be

finally incorporated into his Inve~_llia,t_~o~~. It is, there

fore, hardly surprising that some of the central considerations

of his major work should find their way into his discussions

cf religious language. It is my belisf

:mind the content of this larger work, W~

a finer appreciation of the significancs of the points Wittgen-

___ H __ste~in is here raising.

At the heart of this section,we find Wittgenstein's

attempt to bring out the distinctive nature of the words

"belief" and "evidence" when used in Q religious context. He

considers a number of cases where an individual maintains a

belief, even after he has been given evidence to the contrary.

In such cases we cannot s~y that this individual is basing

his belief on insufficient evidence. The reason Why such a

charge cannot be validly laid is that the normal use of the

word "evidence II does not apply in these contexts. \Ali ttgenstein

takes the case of an individual ~\7hose bslief i'n the Last Judg

ment is based upon a dream. In itself. this dream cannot in

any ordinary sense of the term be s-aid to be evidence. It can

function as evidence if placed in the context of a man's hopes

and fears, and attitudes towards life and death. This is
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consis,tent \,li th t.he methc,d used 1.11 the In'ilestiqa'tions, for------
getting clear on the xeanin.g of ':;ltord~:;:" The 't....ords ",;;;'1'.ridence~!

and "'belief." car.t hav·e very different mec.nings on the basis

of the ,different roles t.hey ha~7e to pla.y. 'rhus c ,V'h\::l:D

Wittgemstein is confren'ced ~/d t.h a t.hr:dst us ing these werds

in a rl£'lligious fra..'tlElwork ~ he r~3lcognizes th,;1t th.€! normal

rules of usage de not apply" 1\.s Wi ttgenstein states; n!

!!f a rnaIl said he dreamt it 'htould happen
r.;

tomorrO'Vl7 1
, would he: take his coat? etc ••• ~'"

.According'ly, in this sH::ctio11 it would seerc ~t.hat

Wittsrenstein is pointing out tha.t his differences i.dth

t.he theist come dOlilfn to their different uses of the sanne

words, • In order to fUlly 1.mdeJ::,stand t.he theist ~ s !\'!e.e.ning

he iJrQuld have to be able to us~~ religio"u.s lang'..lage in the

way in which a theist does.

Section II!

In the above section W~i! sa"!,; Hitt~renstein encouraging

his listeners to come to recognize that a theist's assertions

are meaningful in terrn$ of a r~~l.igious langUZtge game. He is

here largely uncol"lcer!'l,ed 'I11H:.h 1:.he ac't.ual constituents of any

part:i.cular languaqe 9&"1119. Rather i' by' bringing two distinct

languag,e galTlaS JLnto conjunct.icn1 1f he hopes t:.o thro~ll some light
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en those unifying factors in each which justify the applica-

tion of the phrase "language game". Needless to say, this

is a very large guestion. An answer on the scale that we

WQu.ld desire would, J believe, t.9.ke \lS to the core of his

Philosophical Jnvestigations. r can only hope that in'Qon-

sidering the analysis to follow the reader will keep in ~ind

the central notions of his larger work.

In order to come to ter~s with these issues, r will

is involved in people having different ideas about the S.9.me

~een__.t:,~~_t_ the theist I s assertions mUf:;,~ ,~,e placed in the con-

text of a reli~iou.s l.angua~e game. If they are not, considered

.- --'fro~n an ordinary language ·stand point, "they a;r:e either absurd

©r meanin~l<;:,s$. :But we must now consider how it happens that

the presence of luch a language game can protect the~ against

luch charges, As Wittgenstein raises ~he problem; "What's it

like to havetw'o diffex-ent ideas? What is the critex-ion for

eme man's having one ige9-' ia,nother man having anotheJ:",?,,6

~ittgenstein dOeS not immediately stax-t off by treat-

ing these "ide9.S" as if they belonged to two diffex-ent 1an-

9"uage gi;l.ffies. Rather / he be~Jins the inquiry in teJ:").l:lS of a

~ingle language game == that of oJ:"dinary language. He wants

.. _-=",-=.=_.==';"'." ..., , ..
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his listeners to note that the relationship between our pro-

positions and the world is one that is established by con

vention. In learning the language of our society we come to

master these conventions. That is, we have learned the tech

niques involved in using language in accord with these con

ventions. But there is, of course, always the possibility

that we may misuse this technique. The results of such errors

are usually labelled "nonsense". There are semantical and

syntactical rulings which regulate the types of sentences we

can formulate. Our assertions are taken to be meaningful or

nonsensical on the basis of their adherance to or divergence

from these rulings. Accordingly, we can test the meaning of

a questionable assertion by invoking our rules of proper usage.

AS-Wittgenstein states; "IWell, I know what I mean ... ' as

though you were looking at something happening while you said

the thing, entirely independent of what came before and after,

the application (of the phrase). It looked as though you

could talk of understanding a word without reference to the

technique of its 1.1sage.,,7

wittgenstein takes these considerations and applies .

. them to persons who have different ideas·about death. He

begins with the instance of an individual \vho ,claims that

his idea of death is not affected by the use to which that
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word is put. VJittgenstein here simply denies this individual's

right to say that he has an "idea of death". His antagonist

must make some linguistic use of his "idea" if it is to stand

as being meaningful. The opponent might counter by saying

that his idea is private and does not have any public Use. To

this, Wittgenstein states that if his notion of death is not

found in our common language, then his notion does not merit

the title "death". As he saysi "If what he calls his 'idea of

death' is to become relevant, it must become part of our game.r: 8

Wittgenstein next goes on to consider the theist.

His idea of death entails his maintaining that upon a person's

death his soul will separate from his body. Now, Wittgenstein

says that, upon hearing this, he has some general thoughts

about what was said, but he does not know exactly what is

meant. He feels that he must see what further consequences

are dravm. He must, in other words, see this assertion's

relationship to its natural horne in religious discourse. It

would be overly rash to condemn such an assertion as mean

ingless or to immediate'ly attempt to contradict it before

one has appreciated its full significance.

But how are we to know when we have fully un~erstood

what is said? Wittgenstein felt that the understanding he

desired was intimately'bound up with the theist's ,ability to

------,._------,----~--'--'

8Ibid .,69.

------- "-----
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use religious language in the way he does. The true believ~r

when discussing the Last Judgment or the soul's separation

from the body after death is using words in a way that Wittgen

stein is not b;:ltally familiar with. He understands part of

the theist's assertions, but does not see those implications

which the theist sees. More importantly, Wittgenstein does

not organize his life in the wa~ in which such notions cause

the theist to organize his. Confronted with an illness, the

theist immediately begins to i:alk about questions of morality.

But when he is sick, Wittgenstein says he would not even

think about questions of morals. The theist here acts and

.__ _ .!}:links ~Tl.a. .. Y7?-y'. IiYFlich is for.ei.9"Tl ~O_ ..J'rtl;:.t:gen,st~in" The extent

of t~is foreigness becomes manifest When they begin to talk

. ,._. ··"·-a:Dout religion. 'It' is through 'religious language and the dif-

ferert uses they both make of it, that Wittgenstein comes to

see how very far he is from truly understanding the meaning

of the theist's remarks.

Wittgenstein is here implicitly telling us that the

firsi and final check which confirms him in his ignorance of

religious discourse is his inability to use religious language

in the way in which a theist does.' If he could 5£0 on to make

the -type of conceptual connections that the theist makes i and

if he could ~o on to treat new experiences in the way in which

.0. theist does, then he would have found the understanding that

he desires. But his inabili ty to "go on'l shows him the

limits of his understanding, just as the presence of this
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ability would indicate his complete comprehension.

Let us now turn to the considerations with which I

opened this section. It was there stated that in this section

Wittgenstein would come to grips with the fact of there being

different language games. He has, I believe, adequately shown

that the presence of a religious language is contingent upon

the members of the religious community agreeing to use thei~

language in a certain way. He. pas proved this point by his

own inability to use religious language in the manner it is

used by a representative of this community. As noted earlier,

ordinary language guards itself against illicit uses by de-

---mandingofits practitioners that they accord their use with

accepted syntactical and semantical rulings. Similarily,

religious language has its own rulings. These rulings,

Wittgenstein has come to see, must likewise be mastered before

one can profess to understand its meanings. Accordingly, it

seems that the existence of a language game, either religious

or otherwise,demands both the presence of such rulings and

a people Y s v.Jillingness to accord with them. In my next

chapter I vvill attempt to offer an elaboration on these

points.

But before I leave this chapter I would like to for

mulate an answer to Toulmin's question. It will be recalled

that Toulmin held that- the lectures on religious belief in

dicated that Wittgenstein was undecided as to whether or not

religious language constituted a legitimate language game.
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On the basis of the foregoing discussion, it should be apparent

how the lectures readily lend themselves to this interpreta~

tion. Since Wittgenstein was unable to use religious language

in the way in which a theist does, he did not have an insider's

grasp of the significance of this mode of discourse. But he

did not deny the presence of not only a distinctive language

game, but also of a unique way of viewing one's life. Re

ligious discourse does stand as meaningful for Wittgenstein

in that he was not in a position to say that on its own grounds

it was meaningless.



CHAPTER III

Contemporary thinkers who are e~gaged in the phil

osophy of religion and who utilize the linguistic approach

have, unlike Wittgenstein, claimed to know the uses to which

religious language is put. As opposed to positivists, these

philosophers feel that it is their foremost responsibility

to come to see how religious language actually functions.

They have learned fiom Wittgenstein that criticism, from

outside of the religious community's conceptual scheme,

has no cash value. The theist could justly reply that his

-~ritics have grossly distorted his meaning, and hence their

subsequent attacks are quite irrelevant.

As. stated in Chapter I ordinary language philosophers

have been unable to agree about the legitimacy of religious

discourse. Some have felt that the theist is claiming things

which he cannot possibly hope to be able to substantiate.

They have also held that a close inspection of a theist's

linguistic practices will reveal fundamental inconsistencies.

Others have countered by saying that.the theist's claims are

valid in the light of his unique metaphysical basis. They

have also maintained that the critic's charge of inconsistent

usage is based upon an inadequate understanding of the logic

of theological discourse. Let us very briefly consider an

29
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example of these differing lines of argument.

Some theologians have felt that by means of a re-

ligious experience, the existence of God is made manifest

to the believer. Against this position, it has been held

that from the fact of there being such experiences one can-

not either deductively or inductively infer the existence of

a supernatural being. In reply to this charge, theists have

countered by saying that such experiences are self-verifying,

"that is, ... this one kind of experience is capable of pro-

viding a foundation for ontological claims despite the lack

of predictive power or testing procedures that are usually

.reguire dJ·or__yin_Q.,i,.Q.9j:j,ng arJ, __ ex.j:st~.~:tt_~l claim. ,,1

C. B. Hartin claims to have "lived through" a number

of forms of 'Christiani ty; -and -fee1s' 'that he is -quite capable

of speaking to the theologian on his own ground. He demands

that we must first come to appreciate the significance of

the theologian's arguments before we can show their invalidity.

After a close, and what he believes to be a fair presentation

of the theist's position, Hartin concludes that the theolo~

gian's arguments do not have the ontological force which is

claimed for them. Martin states; "Because 'having a direct

experience of God' does not admit the relevance of a society

1.,." "I L' d G d (N Y k::. Ferre, Janguage, oglC an 0, • ey.,7 or:
Row, 1961)~1?~-[06~

Harper and
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9.£ ·:te.s-ts a.no- c})8cking procedures it :l?l~{;;:~s itself in the com--

@p..f.f_iciency, 'uniqueness I 1 and I .in~Q:I(tr(nJni§£ji_b.ili-tyU, by making

gi p.sy<;::holog.ica1 and not an exi.stgnt;J:a.l ~lai:m{'_2

psophe.rs 'vlho Glaim -to have a b@tt~z- in'H1~rf5t.angi:ng of the

-t:h~pl09.ianI s actual v.iews. F-;r-@9..&iri~k :f~x:r6 finds that the

-tions :made by independent obserW~b"ti$".

N9W we find ~)at the paradigm f~b" th~ m~~nin0 of the word
~i,~x..is-te;nce" wbich is tacitl}: ~.mplt.JY~d.. ~Ln. thif? argument is
~,'-t:hi:ng open to relevant sen-se Ob§~~v9.tipns", Thus 1 for
1"~aX'·ti;Dthe phrase IJ ~xist:ent ;reality" ~nt9.-il$ by definition

----. -..._.-~-Qp-e.n ..:..to.:test.J;;>y sense .9J;;>seX'Ya..t.i~nl~.~L_._~lh~nj"J._i·s discovered
t:b'-a-t -tb~oJ-ogicaJ- claims are not: ~Q open to tes.t, Martin is
~:ble -to con91ude by :modus tollenl§> th~t these ~le-i:ms are not

___ . "._f!.PPllt "exi s,teJ:? t r.e:a1i tie s " . ;3

a~t this definition of existing b@in~B is obviously one with
=-:::-=.-~~.~-:::-- _. -

wbi~b a. tbeoJ-ogianwoJ.:lld DOt agb"®&. for h@ w~nts to say that

God is not of a riature such that .en.B observations could be

I will Dot in this thali. attmmpt to come to some

~cx:t of ~e~ision on the ~bGve di~pu.t@. No~'will I have re-

~p~ge philosophe~s have used to ~oth ~u.ppo~t ~nd to attack

====-==...._=.. _=_.-- .' --- ..__ ... , ... ,.,' ... --_.,..

2e . B. M,gq.:.r-tin., "A Religious waY of I\no'wing", in Ne'l"l Essays
in ~hilosophical Th~oi99Yl ed~ A. Fl@w (tondon:--SCM Press,
1 ~}t-5)"· . 'p' ·S. 5;,. _ ;;i _ , -.. _.
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that it is my view that this approach to religious language

is substantially the correct one. I say this in full aware

ness that such an approach ·has all the appearances .of being

inconclusive. For it may appear that for every charge of in

consistency, there is the possibility of the counter-charge

that such a criticism is based on an inadequate understanding

of the full significance of religious discourse. It seems

that by advocating this method we have inadvertently made it

impossible for the philosopher ever to know if religious lan

guage constitutes a system of legitimate language games.

·It will be recalled that I had opened this thesis by

noting that the dispute between philosophy and theology over

the ages was essentially characterized by their mutual in

ability to find a con~on basis for discussion. I believe

that by employing the methods of ordinary language philosophy

we will have gone a long way to finding such a basis. If our

criticisms of theological language are met with the charge of

inadequacy, then at least we will have impressed upon the

theologian the need for conceptual clarity. This need should

appear all the more urgent in that our criticisms are couched

in terms of a language which he both accepts and uses. Now

if these criticisms go unanswered, the philosopher can take

pride in the fact that he at least tried to meet the theologian

half way.

But how can the writings of Wittgenstein be of any more
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~ssistance than they already have been? It seems that phil

osophers owe a large debt to Wittgenstein in that he has

furnished them with the methods they have come to use. But

we have seen that Wittgenstein confessed himself to be ignor

ant of the uses of religious language. So should not the

philosopher of religion simply pay his respects, and then go

on to deal with those subtle linguistic questions· which

Wittgenstein would have been unable to even formulate?

I think that in view of their generally agreed upon

guest for a greater understanding of religious discourse this

would constitute an oversight. For there is, I believe, an

._·_--aspe-ct of religious .language "Vlhich, as yet; has received

little attention. This aspect is hinted at in the third

section of Wittgenstein's lectures. It will be recalled

that towards the end of his lectures we saw Wittgenstein

engaged in the process of comparing two relatively distinct

language games --ordinary language and religious language.

From this comparison we were given an insight into some of their

unifying factors. More significantly, we were, I believe, ob

liquely coming to see some of those conditions which must be

satisfied before there could be a language game at all.

We had come to see that certain assertions which would

be meaningful in the context of religious discourse would be

all but meaningless in terms of ordinary language. To use an

analogy with games,- certain moves in game X would not be allowed
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to stand as moves at all in terms of game Y. But by com

paring these two games vle can come to see some of those

general features that each game must possess if it is to be

classed as a "game" at all. To put this in a slightly dif

ferent waYI there are certain conditions which must be satis

fied before each can be taken as being a I1 game ". By confining

ourselves exclusively to one game these conditions would pro

bably go unnoticed. But by placing two rather dissimilar

games into conjunction we would come to see that behind all

of the differences l there are/nonetheless, certain similarities.

Football and chess, for instance! are played according to very

_____.different rulings /..but,nonetheless./. they are .both played ac

cording to rulings.

I think that in the case of language games we are

confronted with the same type of situation. We can, I believe,

for purposes of analysis/ draw a distinction between those

rulings in terms of which an assertion can be taken as mean

ingful/ and those conditions which have made. such rulings

possible. The point which I am here trying to make finds its

most concise expression in Peter Winch's The Idea of a Social

Science. I will now offer a brief summation of those aspects

of his worK which relate to our topic of discussion.

In The Idea of a S~cia~~cience, Winch attempts to pu~

.into proper perspective the relationships that exist bet"i'leen
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philosophy, the natural sciences, and the social sciences.

His major antagonist throughout is that school of thought which

feels that the social sciences must adopt the methodology of

the natural sciences. For the purposes of this -thesis we will

be primarily concerned with his views on philosophy in general.

More specifically, we will attempt to bring out the relation

ship that Winch finds between epistemology and the philosophy

of religion.

In presenting his view of philosophy, Winch begins by

contrasting it with what he calls the "underlabourer conception

of philosophy". According to this approach, our understanding

of the world is furthered by developments in science. Phil

osophy is concerned merely with the dissolving of linguistic

confusions. On this interpretation, epistemology and meta

physics are incapable of making any real knowledge claims.

They simply provide us with the tools that will be used in the

clarification of conceptual muddles -- muddles which arise in

other non-philosophical disciplines. Against this view, Winch

maintains that it is fallacious to hold that our knowledge ~f

reality is limited to our knowledge of matters of fact. Tradi~

tional philosophical problems, such as the nature of reality,

cannot be dealt with by the means used in the empirical sciences.

Such questions are to be taken as requests for conceptual eluci

cations. It is to these considerations that the philosopher

may justifiably direct himself.
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But how can a conceptual elucidation increase our

knowledge of the world? This question is a request for a

statement as to how our language is related to the world.

In answering this l Winch relies heavily on \vittgenstein's

work on private language in the Philosophical Investigations.

Essentially I \f.7inch wants to show that our knm"11edge of the

world is correlated with our ability to use a language. For

in order to know that you have had experience "X" you must

be able to describe this experience either to yourself or

to others in terms which have been accepted by the members

of the society of which you are a part. In the absence of

such a fo~mpJation the individual is not denied having an ex-

perience; but he is denied having any knowledge of this ex-

perience.

But how queer for this to be the logical condition of someone's
having such and such an experience~ After alII you don't say
that one only has 'tooth-acher-~one is capable of doing such
and such -- from this it follows that we cannot be dealing with
the same concept of experience here. It is a different, though
related concept. It is only if someone can do, has learnt, is
master of such and such, that it makes sense to say he has had
this experience. n4

AccordinglYI Winch maintains that the conceptual eluci-

dations which the philosopher has to offer are to be construed

as .increasing our understanding of the world. The conceptual

muddles which the philosopher is called upon to resolve ,",ill

4L . Wittgenstein, Philos~Dpical Investigations, trans. G. E.
M. Anscombe, (Oxford: Blackl:lell, 1953), Part II, Section XI.
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~till arise from the work done in other intellectual dis-

ciplines. But the philosophers of scienc~, religion, art,

etc. will have as their central concern an appreciation of

how the world is made intelligible in terms of scientific

concepts, religious concepts, artistic concepts, etc. Be-

cause the concepts in such studies are in many ways radi-

cally distinct, the subsequent understanding of the nature

of reality will also be distinct. But what of the epistemo-

,logist who is concerned with the problem of the knowledge of

reality as such? Winch states that the epistemologist will

be concerned "to describe those conditions which must be

--satisfied if there are to-be any criteria of-understanding

at all."S I would like to now conclude my exposition of

Winch's text with the following question. How would the

epistemologist go about discovering these conditions?

Part of the answer/ I believe, may lie in the approach

taken by.Wittgenstein towards the end of his lectures. By com-

paring two distinct language games and concentrating u~on

their common features, Wittgenstein had come to see some of

those conditions a Winchian epistemologist would be in search

of. For it will be recalled that Wittgenstein"was here stating

why he was unable to know the full significance of a the"ist's

assertions. He was not telling 'us how the world is made

S~. Winch, The Idea of a Social Science, (London: Routledge
and Kegan Paul, 19S8) , P. 21.
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intelligible in terms of religious language. Rather, he was

pointing to the presence of certain conditions which he

guage, His inability to meet these conditions justified

him in his ignorance of religious language.

But what relevance would these considerations have

for the philosopher of religion? He might readily agree to

there being such conditions, but then go on to say that ob-

viously these conditions have been satisfied in the case of

religious discourse, This fact, he would claim, has been

_____ confirmed by_±he.presenceof an ongoing religious language.

The epistemologist~s work, although interesting enough, ~ould

- -
appear irrelevant to the attempt to get clear on the uses of

this language. For prima facie it would seem that the clari-

fication of the conditions for there being criteria of under-

standing should be held apart from the attenpt to discover

what these criteria are.

This objection on the part of the philosopher of re-

ligion would be valid if it did not contain the premi~that

there is an ongoing religious use of language. As I have

noted at the beginning of this chapter, the central question

in the philosophy of religion to-day is whether or not the

religious uses of language are legitimate. The question of

the legitimacy of r~ligious language would seem to be prior
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to the admittance of there being such uses. For the critics

believe themselves to be justified in denying that there is

a religious use of language insofar as they have shown that

such uses are basically incoherent. Of course, one might

maintain that an incoherent use is a use nonetheless. But if

it became generally agreed upon that such a use was incoherent,

I think one would have a hard time making a case for its con

tinuance. In the light of such a consequence, I believe one

should be rather hesitant about acquiescing in labelling recog

nized incoherencies as being "uses ". of language. At least 1

one should be unwilling to label them "uses" in that sense of

__ u_-'l·use" which·-would be predicated of our more unobjectionable

linguistic practices.

Accordingly, it seems to me that the central question

in the philosophy of religion should be couched in terms of

the very existence of a religious use of language. Now it

is my contention,.~ .on viTinch I s instigation, _i::hat such a question

should be construed as admitting of two dimensions, i.e. (1)

in terms of the criteria of understanding, and (2) in terms

of the conditions for there being criteria. In the contero-

porary writings of philosophers of relig~onthis problem has

been approached solely in relationship to the actual uses of

religious language. It is of course possible that the legiti-

. macy question can be completely resolved in terms of this

approach. But it is my suggestion that the inconclusive
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nature of the current discussions may possibly be circumvented

by a widening of the context of 6ur analysis.

To repeat. As Winch has pointed out in the discussion

of the uses of a language there are two separate questions

which can be asked. We can ask either (1) ho",' is the 'language

being used? or (2) what are t.hose necessary and sufficient

conditions for there being such uses. To my knowledge both

the critics and the defenders of the religious uses of lan

guage have confined themselves to question (1). This question

has the inestimable value of bringing- the philosopher and the

religious man closer together. But the charge of illegitimacy,

and the .subsequent inability to satisfactorily make it out one

way or the other, should I suggest, lead us to consider question

number (2).

My reason for suggesting this transition is basically

one of methodology. For it seems evident that if we were to

discover that religious discourse is epistemologically unsound,

then VIe \vould have implicitly answered the question as to the

legitimacy of the uses of such language. On the other hand,

if religious language can accord with the demands of the

epistemologist, the current debate in the philosophy 6f re

ligion will have thereupon been placed on a solid foundation.

My purpose in this chapter has been to show that in

the writings of Wittgenstein we do find evidence for the

existence of this epistemological dimension. But I am afraid·
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than simply point to the presence of such a dimension. We

have been unable to offer a clear formulation of just what

these epistemological conditions are. Accordingly, my remarks

so far can 'only be construed as the initial sketches of a

program -- a program whjch I cannot in this work attempt to

fill in.

I should like to conclude this chapter by outlining

a series of steps which would lead the philosopher of religion

to the recognition of both the existence of this epistemological

dimension, and its relevance to the problems he is addressing.

u·-My-di.scussi·onwill ...beaimed at bringing .tolightthe presup

positions of his analysis.

What follows will be largely a reformulation of the

essential components of the line of reasoning which I have

already presented. The rationale behind my re-introducing

them, i~ to attempt to underline their cogency. Again, I

must admit that in the following I will do little more than

point to both the 'existence and the significance of such a

dimension.

Let us begin by reminding ourselves of the nature of

the interchange occurring between the defender of religious

discourse and his critics. The critic usually attempts to

demonstrate the inherent inconsistencies in the theist's use

of language. The defender counters vli th the charge that the
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eritic's attack is based upon an inadequate grasp of the dis-

tinctive nature of religious language. He then goes on to

broaden the critic's model of the theist's conceptual schema

in order to take account of this apparent inconsistency. I

am not saying that the discussion always takes this form, but

rather that this is generally the case.

Confronted with the above situation our exasperated

critic may very well go on to ask just what would count as

an inconsistent usage in the realm of religious discourse.

This would not be an unreasonable request, particularly when

considered in the light of the ad hoc nature of the defender's

_.._.a.r.gumentation. This .9:u.est.ion __is .fair. in a far .IJlore interesting

sense for obviously a use of language which cannot be snmvn to
-..~ _. - - ..."" -~ .- ...'- -_...

permit of inconsistency can hardly be called a use of language.

The critic should be very careful of the response

that the defendant has to offer. For whether he is aware of

it or not, our critic has really asked two quite independent

questions of the defender of religious discourse. The first

question has to do wlth the actual criteria of intelligibility

present in religious language. But implicit in this first

question is the epistemological question as to the justifica-

tion of there being these criteria. A positive response to

the first question presupposes that the defendant knows what

is to stand as a criterion of understanding. The second

question is a challenge to this very knowledge claim. That
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is to say, question number two asks in virtue of what justi

fication can the defendant be said to knbw what is to stand

as a criterion of understanding.

The critic, as best as I can make out, has contented

himself with the search for inconsistencies in the the'ist' s

use of language. These inconsistencies may well be there.

But so far his charges have not gone unchallenged, and in

some cases have been evenly met. While this type of inter

change is productive, I believe that we have illicitly pre

supposed the defendant's ability to answer our epistemological

question. In all fairness it should be noted that not only

-- ····_·--would the defendant .presumeto such _a know.ledge, but that

the critic, in the context of say our ordinary use of language,

would make a similar presupposition.

But of course the point at issue is not the possibility

of there being incoherencies present in our ordinary use of

la_~_gl}-age. Rather, the point centres on the actual charges

of illegitimacy which have been brought to bear against the

religious uses of language. These charges, as I have main

tained, rightfully exaggerate the relationship of epistemology

to the philosophy of religion.
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~ think it is generally true that philosophers in

their approach to the uses of religious language have been

consistent with Wittgenstein's views in both his lectures

and his Philosophical Investigations. They have rightfully

abstained from attempting to criticize that mode of discourse

until they have completely fa.miliarized themselves with it.

Moreover, the critic will usually condemn his remarks as

irrelevant if the religious community has not guaranteed the

soundness of his appreciation of their linguistic practices.

_In.this chapter I propose to treat a work which is op

posed to the foregoing ~ethodological axioms. Nielsen, in his

"Wittgensteinian Fideism", maintains that criticisms of reli

gious language need not be stated in terms of a context which

is acceptable to the Christian community. For he holds that

religious discourse cari be criticized on independent grounds.

It is particularly· appropriate that we should consider

Nielsen's article, for his work is indirectly related to

Wittgenstein's own approach to religious language. I say

"indirectly" for at the time of the writing of Nielsen's

article, Wittgenstein's Lectures and Conversations on

Aesthetics, Psychology, and Religious Belief was ,not a~ail

able in pririt. Therefore, Nielsen's arguments are not di

rected against a position which was held by Wittgenstein.
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Rather, the Wittgensteinian fideism which he calls into

question is attributed to a number of philosophers who have
.'

felt that such a position is consistent with Wittgenstein's

work in the Philosophical Investigations. But as to the con-

sistency of this position ,vith Wittgenstein's own, Nielsen

states that it is his view "that the fideistic conclusions

drawn by these philosophers from his thought are often ab-

surd". Nielsen expresses the sentiment that he can only hope

that Wittgenstein, himself, would have disowned any such ex-

tension. He singles out as his opposition the position taken

by Winch in his, The Idea of a Social Science, and his,

-!'Understanding a Primitive Societyll. Now, on the basis of his

lectures on religious belief it has been my view that 'ditt-

genstein was far from condemning religious language as being

meaningless. Moreover, it has been my belief that only by

using the methods laid down by Wittgenstein in both his In-

vestigations and Lectures can the philosopher hope to engage

in a meaningful dialogue with the theologian. Nielsen recog-

nizes the soundness of this approach, but believes that Peter

Winch is pushing it too far.

Nielsen does not want to deny that the theologian's

use of language .is quite unique. Rather, he wants to .main-

tain that for all of its uniqueness, religious discourse

does bear certain similarities to everyday language. On the

basis of these similarities it can be subject to those lines
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of criticisms which ground themselves on our ordinary use

of language. NOiv it might seem that the dispute between

Winch and Nielsen comes down to simply whether one is going

to stress the uniqueness of a language game as opposed to

itS similarity with other language games. If this was all

their disagreemen-t involved we would hardly call ita "dis

pute" .

What Nielsen really wants to do is to deny religious

discourse its status as a distinct ~anguage game" encased

in a unique "form of life". His line of argument will; I

believe, be shown to suffer fro~ its lack of a clearly de

fined opposition. This is not simply the result of the fact

that Winch has not offered an explicit statement as to how

he would view the religious way of life in the con-text of

Western society to-day. Rather; I believe it is a result of

Nielsen's arguing against the l~onclu~ion~'of his opponents'

position, instead of starting at the premises. When Wittgen

stein implicitly calls religious discourse a unique "language

game" he does so after noting quite distinct useS of such

key words as "faith".1 "belief", "death", etc.. Also the re

ligious way of life is allowed to stand as a "form of life"

because, among other things; the theist views his experiences

in a way which is quite different from the way the atheist

vie\hls his. The phrases "language game" and "forms of life"

are, it seems to me, convenient labels, which are used to
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note the presence of these types of differences. There

being such labels does not guarantee that the theist's use

of, say the Vlord Il verification II v.Jill be different from its

use in a non-religious context. Only by first examinIng

his linguistic practices can we be justified in claiming

such a difference. The differences that we find, may, as

Wittgenstein had found r guard the theist's use against the

charge of inconsistency. On the other hand, if we find that

no such difference exists, then the theist's use is subject

to .those rUlings which ordinarily govern the term's use.

In such a case the theologian, just as well as the ordinary

·---man, -may-be --susceptible to the --charge ··of .. incoherent usage.

We must, I believer first ascertain where our re

ligious use of language overlaps with our ordinary use before

we can hope to have a solid foundation upon which to base

our criticisms. Only after completing such an analysis will

we be able to mount effective criticism. Nielsen's failure

to take account of the need for such a clarification seems

to be at the basis of my disagreement with him. But let us

now leave these introductory remarks for a more concrete

treatment of his text.

Nielsen opens his formal discussion with an example

of the type of controversy that is at present occuring over

the status of religious discourse. He begins by considering

a series of criticisms which G. E. Hughes has brought to
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bear against one of the central theses which C. B. Martin has

put forth in his Religious Belief. In this text, Martin
"

argues that the religious cOIT1JlLUnity uses t.he word "God" as

bot.h a descriptive term and as a proper name. The term can

validly be used in either of these two ways. But by attempt~

ing to use the term in both ways at the same time the re~

ligious co~~unity's usage turns out to be logically incoherent.

Hughes states that this charge would be valid if the word

"God" does function as a descriptive term and as a proper

name. But he maintains that in the context of the religious

way of life this word functions in neither of these two senses.

- .--.·-SinceGod in the Je'i\7ish and Christian trad.i tion is not thought

of as a particular thing, the use of this term cannot be analo--

gous to the use of non-theological terms.

Hughes defends his position by the fact that religious

language is part of an established form of life, and as such

it must, therefore; have a coherent order. Against this,

Nielsen notes that in every age there have been persons who

have had a participant's understanding of the uses of religious
-

language; but have, nonetheless, rejected it as being basically

incoherent. Nielsen recognizes that both he and Hughes are

basing their positions upon an argumentum ad populuID, and

accordingly is led to remark; "This seems to me to count

heavily, though surely not decisively,· against thinking that
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1at rock bottom such talk must have a coherent order."

At this point in his discussion, Nielsen offers a

brief summary of some of the central notions which Peter

Winch has put forth in both his "Understanding a Primitive

Society", and his The Idea of a Social Science. In the course

of my la?t chapter I have already touched upon many of these·

ideas. But by now following Nielsen's discussion, I think

we will be able to present .them in a considerably more co-

herent fashion. Let us begin with Winch's "Understanding a

Primitive Society".

In this article Winch attempts to bring out 'Some of

--the difficulties with E. E. Evans:'Pritchard' s approach in

his Witchcraft, Oracles, and Magic Among the Azafide. Evans-

Pritchard recognizes that in order to make sense out of

cultural practices other than our own these practices must

be understood on their own terms. In the case of the Azande's

magical practices we can only appreciate their significance

after we have seen the role they play in the Azande culture.

But although Azande magical beliefs may be logically co-

herent in that they are presented in accord with the rules

of thought, these beliefs may, nonetheless, be untrue to

reality insofar as what is real.is determined by the scientific

method. Against this position, Winch is urging that what is

lK. Nielsen, "Wittgensteinian Fldeism ll
, Journal of Philosophy,

XLII (July 1967), 196.
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"real" cannot be meaningfully determined outside of the lan-

guage where that term and others which are related to it are

given their sense. As Winch maintains; "Evans-Pritchard, on

the contrary, is trying to work with a conception of ~eality

which is not determined by its actual use in language. He

wants something against which that use can itself be appraised.

But this is not possible, and no more possible in the case of

scientific discourse.than in any other. 11
2

Winch argues that the Azande culture and the language

which is used in that society enables its members to agree

upon that which is real as opposed to that 'i"hich is unreal.

_ This position, he believes, does not entail his accepting as

rational "all beliefs ll couched in magical concepts. Magical

practices in our own socie-ty can be validly said to be "ir-

rational ll
• This is justifiable since rational behaviour in

our own society is established by criteria which magical

practices not only do not satisfy, but in many instances

actively oppose. But in the Azande culture, where that which

is real is intricately tied with magical practices; such a

charge cannot b~ validly laid.

In the course of setting forth his position on the

Azande's approach to reality, Winch uses a metaphor involving

2p . Winch,· "Understanding a Pri.mitive Society" I ]I~merican Phil
osophical Quarterly, I (October 1964), 309.
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a theistic community. In order to understand what is meant

by God's reality one must approach this question from the

context of lithe religious tradition in Idhich the concept of

God is used". Nielsen readily agrees with Winch in that the

question ""lti7hat is real?" is meaningless unless it is asked

in relation to a particular form of life. As Winch has noted;

UReali ty is not what gives language sense. \vhat is real and

what is unreal shows i t.self in the sense that language has.

Further r both the distinction between the real and the un-

real r and the concept of agreement with reality themselves.

3belong to our language."

Evans~Pritchardwanted to maintain that the Azande's

magical practices were untrue to reality. This was presumed

to follow because of the Azande's ignorance of the scientific

method. But to believe that science will open the door to

Objective Reality as suchris to fundamentally misconstrue the

inherent limitations of this approach. Nielsen himself has

probably offered the most succinct suromation of Winch's posi-

tion on this point.

If we have been brought up in a certain tradition r and under
stand scientific di"scourse, we can r while working in that
discourser ask whether a scientific hypothesis agrees with
reality. We can r given an understanding of science, test
this claimj but when Evans-Pritchard makes the putative

3 .
Ibld. r 309.
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statement that 'criteria applied in scientific experimenta
tion constitutes a true link between our ideas and an in
dependent reality', he has not asserted a scientific hypothesis
or even made an empirical statement. His putative assertion
is not open to confirmation or disconfirmationi and if 'true
link', and 'independent reality' are explained by reference
to the scientific universe of discourse, we would beg the
question of whether scientific experimentation, rather than
magic or religion, constitutes a true link between our ideas
and independent reality."4

In The Idea of a Social Science Winch had stated that

it was the central task of the philosophers of religion,

science, art, etc. to see how the world was made intelligible

in terms of religious concepts, scientific concepts, artistic

concepts, etc. We were given to understand that because of

the, in many ways, radically distinctive concepts employed

in each of these disciplines, we would discover correspondingly

., ...unique approaches ..to reality. From. our.analysis of ~lJi ttgen--

stein!s lectures on religious belief, we had corne to see that

valid criticism of religious language must be put in terms

which are acceptable to the theistic co~munity. If our criti-

cisms are based on criteria which are appropriate to, say, the

realm of scientific discourse, our attacks will prove to be,

by and large, simply irrelevant. Now Nielsen accepts this,

but goes on to attack a position; which to my knowledge, was

never held by Winch. He states that Winch is simply mistaken

if he is saying that religious discourse stands in the same

4 . 1 .Nle sen, Ope Clt.; 200~
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relation to scientific discourse as the Azande magical prac-

tices are related to our t'wentieth century scientific prac--

tices. No such parallel exists, be~ause as Nielsen notes;

There is no "religious language" or "scientific language".
There is rather the international notation of mathematics
and logic; and English, French, German, and the like. In
short, "religious discourse", and "scientific discourse"
are part of the same overall conceptual structure. More
over, in that concept~al structure there is a large amount
of discourse which is neither religious nor scientific,
that is constantly being utilized by both the religious
man and the scientist when they make religious or scientific
claims. In short, they share a nurr~er of key categories. 5

Now I think the first thing that should be noted is

that' Winch has not said that the order of difference behleen

the religious uses of language and the scientific uses was

of the same order as the differences between the Azande

magical rites and our modern scientific practices. Secondly,

I don't believe that either Winch or Wittgenstein would

object to the point that if in certain areas a theist's use

of language can be shown to overiap with our ordinary uses,

then the theist's use is there susceptible to those non-·

religious rulings which would govern such a usage. Finally,

as I mentioned at the outset, I think that Nielsen is here

working under a monolithic interpretation of the phrases

"language game" and "form of life". This should become

even more apparent as we examine the next steps in his argument.

5 .
Ibld., 201.
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In the next section of his discussion Nielsen ex-

presses a point of view which is strikingly similar to

Wittgenstein's own. He is talking about his recent reading

of Simone Weil's \.vaiting for God. He states that on the one

hand he finds her use of language almost completely ~nintel-

ligible, but on the other he does seem to understand what

she is getting at. As he says at one point; "She blithely

accepts what I find unintelligible. ,,6 But, then, a little

later on, he goes on. to remark; "Miss \.~7eil is not to me like

the Azande with his witchcraft substance. We both learned

'the language' of Christian belief; only I think it is illusion-

_.....__producing v"hile she thinks jl:hatcertain crucial segments of it

are our stammering \vay of talking about ultimate reality. II 7

As we have seen in Chapter -II f Wi ttgenstein found him-

self in almost exactly the same position in his conversations

with a theist. But Wittgenstein was there intent on having

his listeners note the presence of those distinctively re-

ligious uses of our language. Nielsen is not unaware of such

differences, but through all of the differences he sees cer-

tain similarities. As I had remarked above, this is com-

pletely unobjectionable. But whereas Nielsen will go on to

accuse Winch of placing too much stress on the differences

6Ib " :l
lao I

7Ibid ..

202.
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between "language games II l I think that ",7e vvill in turn find

Nielsen trying to make too much out of their similarities.

Nielsen himself recognizes the failure his first at

tempt to note a convergence between a religious use of lan-

guage and our ordinary use. He had wanted to say that if

first-order religious statements are supposed to be taken as

factual assertions, then they are immediately subject to cer

tain non-theological testing procedures. He then went on to

apply such a test. He noted that on the basis of the veri

fication principle, because such statements as "God exists",

l'God created the \'1Orld",. etc. are not "confirmable or dis-

.,._<::9.n fi:rIDCl.1? Ie. in pri.n.ciple", i:hen these statements are devoid

of factual content. As he states; IlThey are not actually

part "of" that type of discourse we call a fact-stating type

of discourse. Thus, they lack the kind of coherence they

must have to make genuinely factual claims.,,8

But Nielsen recognizes that, of course, the theist

at this point would claim that neither he nor his religious

community view their statements as being factual assertions.

The verificationist 1 s atta.ck would go to shm.;r just how, in

this area, the theist's use of language differs from our or

dinary use.

It is at this juncture in his presentation that we

8Ibid ., 203.
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find Nielsen almost reifying the phrases "language game" and

Hform of life". His argument here proceeds in two directions

at more or less the same time. First, he wants to argue that

religious language is susceptible to criticism, not only in

ternally, but also in terms of that "universe of discourse"

of which it is a part. Secondly, he wants to show that since

the religious way of life is merely one aspect of our culture,

it can, as a "form of Ii fe ", meaningfully be asked to give an

account of itself.

In order to substantiate his first position, Nielsen

begins by recognizing that before any criticism can be raised,

.. -----the .critic must have a participant 's understanding of the re

ligious way of life. Granted this appreciation, it is then

possible for him to go on to show that the theistic community's

use of language is incoherent. The essential question, of

course, centres around the grounds upon which this charge can

be based. Nielsen feels that the criticism can be lodged

(1) in terms of the "very practice" of that form of life, and

(2) in terms of the theist's distortion of those concepts

which are not exclusively religious .. It is obvious that v.Jinch

would agree with (1). But Nielsen feels that by arguing for

(2) he is coming into confrontation with the very heart of

Wittgensteinian fideism.

In fact, the confrontation at this point is not a

real one. Not only does Nielsen fail to offer any arguments to
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show the incoherence of religious discourse, but more im-

portantly, the ground rules upon which he believes any
.,

attack must be based are rules which would be acceptable to

both Winch and Wittgenstein. Nielsen takes the position of

the outsider looking in at the workings of religious lan-

guage. He wants his reader to feel how the lang'uage which

he uses every day is here being distorted. But once he has

achieved this effect, he goes on to note that although the

usage appears to be incoherent considered in terms of the

religious way of life, it may very well turn out to be quite

consistent. As he states; "When fully stated and understood

in-terms .. of their distinctive contextual uses, what appears

to be contradictory or paradoxical may turn out to be straight

forlvard and non-contradictory. 11
9

It seems to me that Nielsen I s argument at this point

can have no more force than making us feel the oddity of re-

ligious discourse when put into contrast with that "universe

of discourse" which is the everyday language of our society.

On the basis of this oddity, Nielsen holds that it is the

theist IS responsibility to shol·J tha-t his use of :Language has

only the appearance of incoherence. But he follows Winch

when he says that this question can only be decided in terms

9Ibid ., 207.
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of those distinctively religious uses of language.

In his second line of argument, Nielsen takes excep-
.,

tion to Winch's view that a form of life as such cannot be

questioned as to its rationality. In describing Winch's

posi tion f Nielsen remarks; "The forms of life, he arg'ues,

have a conceptual self-'sufficiency i operating wi'j:h them we

can say that something does or does not make sense, is logical

or illogical, e.g. that was an illogical chess move. But we

cannot say of the whole activity itself that it is illogical,

irrational, unintelligible, or incoherent, ego chess is il

10gical. II1G

..- ....In ..opposi.tion.to .this, Nielsen maintains that such

evaluations can be made on the basis of "everyday discourse" .
....

For as he states; '" An ongoing but irrational f01~m of life' f

. 1 d t t b t d' . ,.11most certaln y oes no appear 0 e a con ra lctlon ..

It should be noted at the outset that the phrase

11form of life" as used by both I,Vittgenstein and viiinch is a

technical one. For Winch this phrase is equivalent to (1) the

language of a society, and (2) those epistemological condi-

tions which must be satisfied before there could be such a

language. Nielsen's failure to take account of these factors

seemsto me to be at the basis of his confusion at this point.

lOIbid., 2G6.

llIbid ..
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Now it seems obvious that the "irrational form of life" that

he here has in mind is the religious way 6f life. But he

is here granting to Winch that which he was previously arguing

against. That is, he is now admitting the existence of a re

ligious "language game" and its correspondent "form of life".

As a resul~ his own position becomes confused. Let us try to

unravel some of its threads.

To begin with, if Nielsen is going to allow the re

ligious way of life to s-tand as a "form of life ".r and then

go on to condenm it as being irrational, he is tacitly admit

ting his failure to grasp the full significance of that

_____phrase. On Winch 's terms , it is simply impossible to say

that the whole way of life of the meIT~ers of a particular com

muni ty is irrational. It is obvious that certain aspec-ts of

a person's behaviour may at times be said to be "irrational".

The charge is valid insofar as his actions are in opposition

to those agreed-upon standards of acceptable behaviour. But

to attempt to call all of the activities of the members of a

society "irrational" is to deny there being any standards of

rational behaviour. To put it in a slightly more sympathetic

way, one would here be saying that the standards for rational

behaviour which the members of a society try to live in terms

of are not in fact the "real ll standards. It should be ap

parent that if we continue to argue in this w~y we will come

to a position vlhich -is similar to the one taken by Evans

Pritchard, and which will turn out to be just as unacceptable.
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he wants to say, I believe, is that the standards for ac

ceptable beha~lFiour tfl'hich, a religious community in.vokes may,

in th'9 light of society! s standards, be shm,m to be irra

tional.. This position $ I believe Q can be arglJ..8d for, but

not in the way that Nielsen doese For it seems to me that:

he is here equi':,I'ocating upon t~he phrase II forn'! of life".

On the one hand" he seems to bet.aking this phrase as ap

plying to our society (;1.9 a '\-\inola. The religious ~l!ay of

life is simply one aspect of societ.al liYing. In tl1e history

of our cuIture \-J'e have had large nunibers of people ",-Inc. be

lieved in ","itches and fairi·es~ But, over the years. such

beliefs have generally hecome untenable. Accordin~rl::l, says

NielserA, t11hy should reli<g'ious beliefs not suffer t.he aWlS

fate? For my part,. I see no 'i:C'oIOd reasons as to'i.1hy 'chis

might not in fact occur. But '1;'lhe:n Nielsen goes on to call

the religious 'l.tlay of life itself a form of life, he has in...

advertentl;l radically a.l t:.ered the entire 5ituation. l~or ,

a.s stated above .. on. Ninch.ls use of the phrase, it is iIi,POS

sible to have a forr" of life w'hich, considered in itself,

can be said to be irrational. And if the ~'lay of. life of

tJ;e fHernbers of a reli.f;Jlious COI:",muni ty is al1o''1ed to stand as

i',t form of life ~ then it cannot be cri. ticized as being ir-

1'11.e foresroing analysis rnay suggest the follo,;'dng
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question. Can the religi,ons 'I;~jay of life be Vietled as a form

of life? The question presupposes that we follow Nielsen,

and demand that t.he phrase ~;:folnn of life fl have a definit.e

reference.. If the phrase is t(~ be tak,en as having a definlt.e

reference, then I believe that, the reference shou.ld ba that

of the cu1ture a.s a ,.,hole. Fel' rny part t I thin}.;: that if we

demand a referrent we are :mi;scc)nstruing tite actual signific

ance of the phrase. For it Se~ll:InS t.o me that Wittgenstein

used the phrase more as a med:::....'l).()dological metaphor than as a

label.

As I have noted at th.e out.set, I think t...1o),at. Nielsen Ws

cljnfusion on this point is ch.aJcacteristic of his en'd,ra dis

cussion.. By concent.rat.ing alm<)st. exclusively upon the phrases

I'langua'.:,e game I"i and I'l form of l:lfe!! he has isolated them from

'l:.h,e actual roles t.~ey play 111 both ~~ittgenstein\is an.d Winch 9 S

t.\pri tings. Instead of vie~l'iinl:;' t.hem as methodological devices

used to !~ap out large areas of a corr~unity·s linguistic prac

tices ~ he has taken thenl as being the conclusions of highly

complex and inter-relat.ed. arguments. Such a.n interpretation.

has led him to the paradoxical position of hd.ving to condemn

a set. of ;;'conclusions~' which ,u,"e supposed to be based 011 a

number of premises 1.'\71th \c\1'hich. he completely agrees.
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CONCLUSION

Let us begin with Wittgenstein's critics. In

Chapter I, we raised Toulmin's question as to whether or

not for Wittgenstein religious discourse could stand as a

system of legitimate language games. Toulmin believed

that Wittgenstein's lectures did not decide the issue'one

way or the other. But he did not offer an explicit dis

cussion of the lectures. Rather, on the basis of his

"critical ll interpretation of both Wittgenstein's Tractatus

and Investigations it seemed likely that religious dis~

course should not be allowed to stand as a legitimate

language game.

In my second chapter, I presented an analysis of

the lectures. On the basis of our findings there, I put

forth the view that Wittgenstein did not deny the exist-

ence of a legitimate religious discourse. His foremost

intention was to have his listeners come to see that the

meaning of words will vary depending upon the context of

their usage. He wanted to show that there were distinctively

religious uses of language. He could not, however, present

a lengthy description of these uses because of his con

fessed ignorance of them. Hence, it may appear. that he was

undecided as to the legitimacy of these uses.
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This impression, I believe, is mis·taken for it is

based upon our confusing two distinct questions. On the

one hand, there is the biographical question as to whether

Wittgenstein lived his life in accordance with a belief in

a Christian God. On the other, there is the philosophical

question as to the meaningfulness of religious discourse.

The lectures give evidence in answer to the biographical

question, that Wittgenstein was not an active participant

in a Christian community. Accordingly, Wittgenstein denied

himself a complete understanding of the linguistic practices

of such a community. But these personal considerations did

not lead him to the_philosophical position of condemning

such practices as being illegitimate. Nor did they lead him

to doubt there being distinctively religious uses of language.

In the course of my second chapter, I stated

that Wittgenstein's method of proceeding may possibly have

left him open to the charge of inconsistency. For it seemed

that he was arguing in two contradictory directions at the.

same time. At one point in his presentation he wanted.to

bring out the fact of his being unable to enter into a mean

ingful dialogue with a member of a Chr is·tian community.

~lliile at another juncture, he was presuming to be able to

speak authoritatively about the relation between religion

and science.

The charge of inconsistency that I went on to construct
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was based on an inordinately strong interpretation of the

phrases, 1I1anguage game" and "form of life". I placed

Wittgenstein in a non-religious form of life and had him

organizing his experiences in a way which was radically

different from the way in ~mich a theist would order his.

Although they were using the same words, I had the theist

speaking a language with which Wittgenstein was totally un

familiar. Of course, on such a basis it would be impossible

for Wittgenstein to say anything at all about the religious

community's use of language.

The fatal flaw with such a line of attack is that

it is ultimately untrue to Wittgenstein's actual position.

What I have done is to firs-t present \'iTi ttgenstein I s thought

in a reverse order. I then went on to set forth as a

conclusion that which in fact stands as a methodological

device. Let us here rehearse my steps.

Wittgenstein had told his listeners that he had at

best a limited appreciation of the theist's assertions.

Now because the full contextual meaning of the theist's re

marks escaped him; I immediately went on to imply that

there was a break down in communicat.ion. But ithe justifica

tion for this implication V.Jas based on one very large as

sumption. I had presupposed at the outset the existence of

I' forms of life II and "language gaJ!les". Moreover I I had im

plicitly held that these phrases stood for completely unique
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societal compartments. That is to say, a form of life X

was believed to be radically different f~om a form of life

Y. This categorical difference was presumed to be made mani

fest from the fact that linguistic practices in X were com

pletely different from the linguistic practices in Y.

But this interpretation seems counter to the spirit

and actual practice of Wittgensteinls method of doing phil

osophy. The foremost objection that can be brought against

it is that throughout his Investigations and Lectures, Witt

genstein has encouraged us to "look and see" how our words

actually function. For only by means of such a close in

spection will we-be able to grasp their full meaning. Now,

my criticism is based on the p~esupposition that such an

analysis has revealed radically distinct language games and

forms of life. And, of course, this conclusion is not forth-

-corning since no such complete analysis has been done. More

over, it seems highly improbable that such an order of

difference will be discovered.

The real difficulty with this line of criticism is

a methodological one. We have begun by thinking in terms

of language games and forms of life instead of concentrating

upon concrete instances of linguistic usage. This approach

would be anything but Wittgensteinian. For we have already

laid claims to those results which can only be gotten by

means of a close and careful conceptual analysis. Moreover,
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when we actually do engage in such an analysis, I believe

these phrases will be seen to function merely as helpful

signs pointing to some of the differences and similarities

we should be looking for. Accordingly, they would be em

ployed primarily as teaching devices having little real value

to the.working analysist.

Nielsen's article ln many ways suffers from this

same type of interpretative error. Although in Nielsen's

case he is arguing ag?inst there being any such societal com

partments. As mentioned earlier, I think that both Winch

and Wittgenstein \llOuld agree wi-th him about· this. But in the

process of denying the existence of such compartments,

Nielsen works himself toward the position of almost denying

there being distinctively religious uses of our language.

The confusion at the end of his article is a result, I believe,

of his attempting to both affirm and deny such uses. He

gives the impression of thinking that only by denying the

existence of a distinctively religious use of language will

he be able to destroy that t.ype of compartmentalization \"'hich

he believes is implied by the phrases "language games" and

"forms of life".

In his second thrust against Wittgensteinian Fideism,

Nielsen treats the phrase "form of life" as if it had the

same status as any other phrase in our language. On the

basis of that interpretation he goes on to maintain that
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i~ is not an obvious contradiction to call a form of life

irrational. But by completely isolating that phrase from

the role it plays in the writings of both Wittgenstein and

Winch, his argumentation here is simply irrelevant.

On the more constructive side, it should be noted that

my discussion was not aimed at settling any issues i but rather

at raising further questions. The admittance of these ques

tions is based upon a prior adherence to the methods and aims

of ordinary language philosophy. For my part i Nielsen's

criticisms aside, I have (1) attempted to sharpen and (2)

advocated the use of these methods in our analysis of the re-

ligious uses of language.

This approach in general has, in the past twenty

years, caused a revolution in the doing of philosophy. Phi

losophers; following the lead of vJittgenstein, Ryle and Austin i

have been keenly attentive to the subtle differences in the

uses of such words as "knowledge 11 f "meaning", "the same" f etc ..

But their work, with some minor qualifications; has been con

fined to'the descriptions of the workings of our language.

The results have been invaluable, particularly in the philoso

phy of mind. In the philosophy of religio~ on the other hand,

this descriptive' analysis has, as I have attempted to show,

led to somewhat contradictory conclusions.

Of course, this state of affairs need not be construed
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~s final. In one light the basis of this disagreement is

rather elemental in character. tor essentially it comes

down to the critic's and the defender's inability to agree as

to just what is to count as their data. In opposition to

Nielsen, I suggested that this empirical consideration' can

only be resolved by consulting that religious community

whose linguistic practices are under analysis.

But implicit in this empirical consideration I have

suggested there lies an epistemological question. Baldly

stated, the question asks for that justification in terms of

which we can be said to have criteria of intelligibility. My

·third chapter was devoted to the raising of this.~ssue. My

discussion there is without doubt far from satisfactory. I

did not go on to directly address the question as to how we

would go about discovering these epistemological conditions.

Moreover, I had not dealt with the prior consideration of the ex

act. sense in which this type of question can be meaningfully

asked of the users of a language.

With this latter question we are I believe coming close

to what Toulmin would call "the limits of the sayable". And

it seems to me that this is exactly where the current dispute

in the philosophy of religion i is centred. It has been my

rather limited purpose to suggest that whether he is aware

of it or not, the philosopher of religion is working on the

boundary of our linguistic terrain.
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